
ABOUT TRADUZZ

Traduzz is a boutique company specialized in 

linguistic services from English into Spanish for 

the Americas.

Small dedicated team, some of our team 

members have been working together for more 

than 10 years. We constantly keep up to date with 

new technologies, trends and business dynamics 

in order to help you and your team.

SERVICES 
Our main fields of expertise are Retail Advertising and 

Marketing, Business and Finance, Legal and Personal 

Documentation, Medicine and Healthcare, Technical and 

Engineering Documents, Agriculture, among others.

DOCUMENT TRANSLATION
We follow strict quality assurance procedures: 

translation, edition and proofreading by at least 2 

professional linguists who are native speakers of the 

target language and have a minimum of 5 years of 

experience in the specialized field.

We use CAT tools and QA and terminology Management 

tools to get our translation to the next level.

WEB LOCALIZATION
We stay up to date with innovative tools such as 

translation proxy and other translation management 

software. 

INTERPRETING
Simultaneous Conference Interpreting & Consecutive 

On-Site Interpreting.

DUBBING, VOICE-OVER & SUBTITLING
We localize mainly advertisements, corporate videos 

and TV series. 



OUR HISTORY
Traduzz was founded in 2009 by translators Cecilia Tossi 

and Alejandra Villanueva, pursuing their passion for 

languages and the need for them to be a bridge 

between different cultures.

With a solid academic knowledge on medical, legal and 

retail arena, gradually contributing colleagues joined us 

and we expanded our areas of expertise and 

capabilities. 

We only focus our services on what we really know: 

translating from English into Spanish for the Americas. 

Our main clients are LSPs that need a partner to handle 

the entire workflow process from start to finish and have 

an excellent final product to deliver to their end clients. 

CONTACT US

Oxford 
United Kingdom
Call us +44 (0)7582808777

@TraduzzTranslation

@TraduzzTransl

info@traduzz.com

CIOL number is 45129


